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GM Report
We had a fab handover from the outgoing GM Ferret and also Pierced Nipple the on sec handing over to 
Cream Crackered it all went seamlessly for which we are very grateful and I thank them for that. That said 
the hash would not run as well as it does without the help of the many good people in the wings for which I 
would like to say a great big thank you.

Now moving on we have had a bit of turmoil during the year but in hashing terms it has been a good hash 
year with lots going on.

We have welcomed many new members.
We had an excellent Posh Nosh although numbers slightly down, a super venue and great food and we will be 
returning this year. For next year we are thinking of bringing the event forward in the year to say September 
or October feeling we may get a better deal and less pressure around the Christmas period it’s a POSH NOSH 
not a Christmas do. Any suggestions welcome.

Moving into January on the 6th we celebrated the 40th anniversary run of the Wessex with bubbly to loosen 
us all up.

The celebrations continued with a party themed on a 70’s night with old photos of hashers and 70’s music to 
dance the night away. We had a brilliant turn out. Necklaces given to all members with their hash names. I’d 
like to say a massive thank you to Shitzoo who put in the effort of making those right up till her fingers bled. 
And continues to make for each naming. These have been worn by many hashers at other hashing events over 
the year.

Shitzoo also organised a very successful quiz night in April, at the scout Hut with dinner included, a recipe 
for success.

Though not a formal Wessex Hash the annual May Day meeting and run was again well attended and at a 
poignant regroup a bottle of a very fine Whiskey, donated to the Hash by Gates,  was opened, shared and a 
toast raised to the memory of the Hash Godfather.

The memorial run in May and then Mijas see the separate reports for the fun and frolics that went on here 
and in August with the Eurohash and Nash Hash.

In June the Mid-summer happened. Special 
thanks to TP for all his efforts in securing the 
site, catering and beer. Wurzel came up trumps 
with the stretch tent and this was a big success. 
Also, to Spotted Dick for his continuing efforts at 
boot camp games. DM & Blue sox did they didn’t 
they do orienteer-ing with additional support 
plotted and planned so I’ve been told. Again, see 
the report.

Many other small groups attending festivals and 
nights out let’s keep these going perhaps with a 
special T-shirt for the breakway’s but still adver-
tising the Wessex (what can possibly go wrong).

The Beer and Buses another event on the cal-
endar which has become a big hit and May we 



 
Pigs Ears
We cannot recall all the pigs ears recipients or the 
reasons for this year please fill in those you know 

and give it to the on sec.
January  Greek God/Banger – parking offences

February Tally Ho

March  ..................................................................................................................................................................

April  ..................................................................................................................................................................

May      Blue sox forgetting the Hash Documents and remembering that she’d forgotten them but tell 
  ing DM not to bother going back.

June     Frostbite car  The car more intelligent than Frostbite, the car management system outsmarted  
  him and the car remained unlocked with the engine running whilst Frostbite laid the trail.

July  Sticky Nuts and Car Wash

August  Israeli Commando

September ..................................................................................................................................................................

October  Tall Paul

thank Death March for his fab account of events on the Wessex website and of course his discretion. I have 
the report for those who didn’t see it and would like to.

We elected 2 GM’s and now have only one due to a disagreement within the mis-management. Some other 
chapters felt that the Wessex had no GM this has now been rectified. Due to a number of commitments that I 
had and continue to have I will endeavour to be more visible at hashes should I be re-elected of course and I 
would like to thank TP and Wurzel for stepping in in my absence. 

We continue to have Hare Razing issues but have implemented a couple of things to improve this one being 
recording the hares and rewarding them, we do have some super-haros (see what I did there)  which deserve 
a special mention K9, Banger and Ferret before his injury. But a big thank you to everyone, lets face it this is 
what hashing is about and if we have no hare we have no trail so please come forward and lay a trail. 
Blow Up Doll came forward with a marvellous idea of putting a poster up in the pub where we are running 
from inviting others to join us and I think beer mats left at the pub also a good way of advertising. The cost-
ing needs to be looked into. 

We also remember Hashers who have passed this year:-
Marilyn White, Gill Green and Roy Honan

Finally A  big Thank you for all the support, Help and guidance I have had over the year. 
Keep trail laying and on on to 2020.



This Year Pictures
The contiribution from picture takers is so welcome in allowing a record to be kept of the fantastic trails and 
events and together with the trail reports (Slurry being the honourary Hash Hack).  Please enjoy a few of the 
pictures used on the front page of the website and remember many more can be accessed from the past run-
spage where links to the picture vault on Flickr as well as Slurry’s excellent write ups are updated every week. 
Pictures annecdotes and trivia can be either posted to the Facebook page or direct to the Webmaster. 
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Surname First 
Name 

Hash 
Name 

Total 
Runs to 

13/10/19 

Ainsworth Brian Mr Bunn 69 
Allen Katie Angry Bird 25 
Allen Wendy Israeli 

Commando 290 
Allen Rob Boy Lost 313 
Allen Chesney El Picador 1147 
Amatruda Tony Suck it & See 11 
Austin Claire Cod Piece 115 
Balmford Richard Golden 

Shower 42 
Barnett Chris Sir Leaksalot 37 
Barrett Colin See Bee 627 
Baylis Trish Cider Girl 1002 
Beale Huw   5 
Beale Bella Ding Dong 5 
Beech Nick Blow Job 272 
Beech Janet Dribbler 299 
Bowers Wendy Wheeze 545 
Bowers Barry Bumhugger 906 
Brennen Patty Cream 

Crackered 365 
Brennen Geoff Milky Bar Kid 557 
Budden Sarah Sticky Nuts 111 
Budden Victor Car Wash 332 
Charlton Belinda Avon Queen 121 
Chidley Geoff Oxfam 702 
Chidley Andrea Ratarsed 732 
Ching Chas Swampy 711 
Collins Nathalie Baggie Dog 28 
Collins Jessica   38 
Collins Mark Cracklyn 

Coyote 184 
Collins Pete Graffiti 286 
Collins Chrissie Weather 

Witch 338 
Collinson Andy Hornblower 420 
Coombs Tricia Tit in a Trance 112 
Couch Wendy   164 
Crouch Ann Blue Sox 268 
Crouch Hugh Death March 268 
Davies Marnie Runner 32 
Davies Flo Phantom 32 
Davies Rob Roll Over 82 
Dawson Steve Ho Chi Minn 122 

Duffy Ian Spotted Dick 87 
Elderkin Paul Ram 160 
Fairclough Penny   14 
Ferguson Kate Bluebell 34 
Ferguson Laurence Little Dumper 40 
Ferguson Tim Wurzel 142 
Finch Mary Sex Therapist 477 
Fisher Sean Gumboots 93 
Flavell Pam Lily The Pink 575 
Flavell John Captain Oates 1286 
Fraser Rori Soggy Bottom 18 
Fraser Andy Takin de Pith 342 
Fraser Linda Pierced 

Nipple 491 
Gartside Dilys   51 
Gartside Jeremy Old Salt 182 
Gavin Nick snr Henry 

d'Navigator 575 
Gavin Chris PP / Penelope 

Pitstop 626 
Gittins Alan Sinbad 1077 
Goddard Freda Fraulein 

Commandant 42 
Green Adrian Strangely Anal 22 
Green John Groper 183 
Greenhill Tracy Upstart 31 
Greig Carolyn Tally Ho 36 
Hadden Sheila   443 
Harker Derek Von 1119 
Harwood-
Butler 

Brian Wiggy 
1035 

Herbert John Frostbite Willy 1246 
Higgs Elaine Fish Fingers 228 
Holland-
Jones 

Ginny Gerbils 
1282 

Honan Val Miss Perfect 555 
Honeyman Teresa Foot Stuck 231 
Honeyman Bill Y Nam Im 1117 
Huckle Glenda Slenda 258 
Huckle Ralph Greek God 1223 
Hurst Steve Lonely Ranger 129 
Hurst Paula Blow Up Doll 156 
James Simon Sloppy 

Seconds 122 
Johnson Mary Squiffy 609 
King Mike Bogman 245 
King Eryl Soap Suds 286 
Kingsland Tricia Shitzoo 341 
Knott Angie Wrong 

Direction 95 



Laing Ian Jokes 1291 
Lane Sue G4S 0 
Lane Richard K9 229 
Langridge Roanne Truly 

Scrumptious 54 
Lewis Pat The Dragon 634 
Lippold Jackie Parcel Force 122 
Lynch Cathy Memsahib 394 
Lynch Mike Stoker 1018 
Lyndene Jon Centurion 287 
Lyndene Dawn Cuddles 488 
Mackie Kathrin Domestos 111 
Mackie Dennis Half a Mind 192 
McGuiness Steve Fursty Ferret 673 
Menzies Douglas   37 
Moore Tony Turn Up Tony 59 
Moore Richard Fungus (the 

Bogey Man) 
130 

Moore Sarah Nipple Plucker 132 
Nicholson Barry Barrie the Dog 

/ Battersea 
490 

Peek Eleanor Cum Early 2 
Peek Rachel Pole Dancer / 

Tightarse 
161 

Peek Stuart Come Lately 161 
Perrins Angela Perrins Sauce 479 
Perrins Roy Pavarotti 482 
Power Les Ancient 

Hasher 94 
Price Denise Zip-dem-legs 4 
Purkiss Jackie Dirty Squealer 124 
Purkiss Ged Stalker 130 
Reynolds Pam Poppet 1376 
Rintoul David The Swinger 13 
Roberts Jane Peachy / 

Matalan 121 
Sainsbury Yvonne Mamma Cass 

/ Snow White 
899 

Sainsbury Tom The Grocer 1391 
Sansom Nikki Lillette 5 
Schwarze Frank Bangers 125 
Scott Geoff Lady Boy 36 
Seddon Dan Chippendale 279 
Seeger Ram   95 
Shearing Colin Snorkel 562 
Shepherd Jonah Tuff Mudder 15 
Shepherd Tom Scarface 27 
Shepherd Eddie The Sting 64 

Sibley Cindy Bend Over 51 
Simmonds Paul Tall Paul (TP) 409 
Simmonds Alison Mega Mouse 457 
Smith Sue   6 
Stammers Karen Bianca 162 
Swain Neil Dis Co-

ordination 9 
Sweeney Nikki Lap Dancer 96 
Taylor Peter Blue Peter 1328 
Thomas Lisa Moaning Lisa 14 
Thornton Charlotte Pixie 51 
Thornton Rikki Rattlebones 1036 
Todd Patti Fancy Pants 21 
Todd Cynthia Dorset 

Princess 28 
Todd Gef Jock Strap 424 
Trim Mel Horny 117 
Turner Paul Gooseberry 

Fool 55 
Underwood Tony Slurry 409 
Vincent Jackie Arseabout 630 
Waters Jane Calamity 200 
Waters Gerry Gerri Attrick  868 
Watts Rowan Mr Sheen 55 
Webb Margaret Hilda 1056 
Wedlake Tony Badger 1203 
Williamson Pete The Monk 566 
Wilson Abbie Smartarse 3 
Wilson Devon Jammy 

Dodger 27 
Wilson Tiffany Lemon Tart 122 
Withers Vivien French 

Mistress 433 
Worth Maggie Sniff 'n 

Scratch 390 
 



Mid-summer 2019 Report
WESSEX MID SUMMER CAMP 2019
We once again returned to the Giants 
Head Campsite for the second time. 
This making my job slightly easier, as 
finding a suitable camp site is probably 
the hardest part of organising the Mid 
-Summer Camp.
With the site organised, the next job 
was to organise the catering. 

Caroline, the site owner suggested 
asking her friend, Lindsey if she could 
cope with 60+ hungry hashers. Several 
conversations later and a deal was ne-
gotiated. Fish & Chips on Friday and 
Jacket Spuds with Chilly/Curry filling on Saturday. All for a very reasonable price.

Now the important part. The Beer. Cerne Abbas Brewery were again asked to supply the beer, Vic the brew-
er was only too happy to oblige. Beer ordered at an agreed price. (Same as last year) Result.  So the cost to 
the members could be worked out. Not easy as we never know just how many will attend. Some members 
grumbled at the £50 per adult but still came. Overall 72 hashers attended with an income of £3264.00 and 
an expenditure of £2954.00. Had we not returned £180.00 worth of beer (this year we learnt not to peg every 
barrel) the profit would have worked out at about £130.00. Representing about £1.80 per person. Thus, mak-
ing the overall cost to members attending spot on. This year we had a few more youngsters attending, Susie 
Carver and her two boys and Kirsty Grey with her two boys. All were first time camp attendees. I hope they 
all enjoyed the weekend and will return next time. Bella & Hugh Beale were also first timers.

Main tenting was a bit of a problem last year, so we looked 
to remedy that. Wurzel had this brilliant idea of a Stretchy 
Tent, not sure what one was so I had to look at photos sent 
by Wurzel.

Looks ok but would it be big enough I said? Well, BIG it 
most certainly was. Along with the beer tent and the event 
tent for tea/coffee etc the layout was just about perfect. 

Thursday afternoon of 20th June was the time set to get the 
site organised. Having arrived just after mid–day, I set about 
getting my caravan set up. Wurzel/Lemon Tart, FF/AA, BJ, 
DM/BS arrived as well so we set about getting the Stretchy 
Tent up. Not an easy job as only Wurzel had any idea how 
it went and he had only put it up once before. We did how-
ever manage it with only a few minor disagreements. DM 
was lucky not to be impaled by a 4ft metal stake wielded by 
Wurzel. The beer was delivered just as we were erecting the 
white gazebo, and then the event canopy was put in place. All 
set and ready for the weekend. 

Friday 21st. Hashers started to arriving in the afternoon and set up camp.



The Sub Sixty hash got underway at 7pm, true to form we 
were back in camp by 8pm allowing time for DDs before 
the evening meal, some of those punished where, Drib-
bler for having a Manicure Set on a camping weekend. 
Soapsuds for not being able to read the difference between 
the Ladies/Gents toilet signs. TP and Cuddles for falling. 
Death March and Oxfam for??? Can’t remember. And 
lastly the hares.  
Lindsey had already started serving the evening meal to 
those not out on the hash, although we had to queue for 
a short time Lindsey coped admirably and everyone was 
served with Fish and Chips without any hassle.
Entertainment and beer drinking followed for the remain-
der of the evening. 
 
Saturday 22nd. Breakfast was a do it yourself, or scrounge 
from someone else. 

The games started at 10am under the direction of Spotted 
Dick. I am not sure how the games went as I was busy 
elsewhere. 

Lunch was as breakfast, supply your own or head to the 
pub.

At around 13.30hrs the Orienteering-Quiz got underway. 
Organised by Death March and Blue Sox. The feed back 
seemed to be that all who took part enjoyed the afternoon. 
Some getting lost in the pub?

At around 17.00hrs the DDs took place, again plenty of 
misdemeanours. BUD for falling, Bogman for misuse of a 
radio, George for wearing a tea cosy, Bianca – something 
about a pen, BJ for wearing the wrong T shirt, and finally 
the hares.

The skits and music entertainment started about 20.00hrs. 
Skits organised by Stalker, we were entertained by- Megga 
Mouse et ensemble, Bella with the hula-hoop, K4.5 and 
Sear Lorna, (can’t remember what) plus music by The 
Foreskins. 

Sunday 23rd. Again, breakfast was as Saturday. We circled 
up just before 11am for the main hash of the weekend. We 
returned to camp around 13.00hrs and gathered by the 
main tent for DDs. Those with misdemeanours where, Poppet?  Bud & Lonely? MM something to do with 
Kids?

Once the main preceeding’s had finished hashers began taking down tents etc and heading home. 
It is difficult to judge just how much (or not) the hash will drink over the weekend. Some hashers do not 
drink what they put on the registration form, making it even more difficult to predict the amount of alcohol 
needed. We very quickly ran out of white wine, but the beer we returned one large barrel and two small ones, 
(we need more beer drinkers)



 I will try and get it right next time.

I believe that all hashers enjoyed the weekend, on the plus side there were no arguments or hassle. (no teddies 
thrown out of the pram)

Our thanks must go to Wurzel for supplying the large stretchy tent, this made a huge difference to the week-
end as we could all gather inside with room to spare.

On-On to next year. TALL PAUL

Ps - The next Mid-Summer Camping extravaganza will be over the weekend of 19-21st June 2020 at Summer-
lands Camp Ground. Collage Farm, Rockbourne Road, Salisbury. SP5 4LP 



See more at 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/131874612@N05/albums 

or link from Past Runs page on  

www.wessexh3.co.uk



We iz heer!!  On t’boat @ Rosyth.  Proper sea-gannin’ cru-
ze.  Check-in, cabin card, even had security, though somewhat 
half-hearted and then a bus to the boat [only 400m, so not a long 
journey].  On board there was a welcoming bottle of wine – each!  
Once that was gone we had to make do with the free beer, oh and 
the free wine, gin, vodka, scotch. . . .   The brave ventured up to the 
buffet restaurant only to find unlimited food and yet more booze, 
and this was just day one lunch.  Special welcome to PN and Cud-
dles:  both have braved personal challenges to attend.

At 1507hrs precisely we had the opening ceremony:  a cask of ale 
was tapped and EuroHash 2019 was officially under way!  As ever, 
the Wessex people were close by to witness this, and, more impor-
tantly, to quaff the ale.  The ship’s Bitburger lager may be free, but 
nothing like as good as this stuff.  Not long after that we realised 
that not only had the hash started, but the ship had too:  we were under way.

Dinner came and went;  regular 
cruisers will know of the quality of 
the fud.  Later on we had an Abba 
tribute act:  dancers were pdg and 
the singers were okay;  as Centuri-
on pointed out, the only problem 
they had was the size of their egos.  
During the performance the pink 
flamingos appeared:  bath-size and 
shaped to hold one’s glass.  That 
was okay until C. and DM decided 
to position theirs between their 
legs and then have an impromptu 
‘cock-fight’.  One harriette was seen 
simulating fellatio.  

We blamed Lemon, no not for the blow-job, but for bringing back a yellow banana boat.  Instead of holding 
six or eight people, these housed the same number of glasses of booze and, naturlich, all had to be emptied.  
Lonely wasn’t sure if he liked them or not so was force fed three to make sure.  

Now you see him, now you don’t:  one minute Ferret was standing there only shlightly slurshing his wurds, 
the next, he had done the most elegant back-flip;  very fortunately he landed on a settee.  Obviously this was 
due to the rocking of the boat, nothing to do with the twelve pints, two bottles of wine and the shots he’d con-
sumed.  As ever, hashers will dance the night away:  the singer was amazed and delighted at the numbers who 
filled the stage, dancing as he sang.  

Friday, 16Aug2019:  all is well.  Shetland, and more important:  by 0915hrs the bar was not only open but 
crowded.  Explanation in one word:  hashers.  Our group, 100 lively souls on two buses, went to Burra, to the 
southwest.  Usual briefing then the RA ‘blessed’ the hares:  they had to bend down, put their hands between 
their legs and hold hands, all five of them in a circle, while the RA delivered his imprecations.  We then had a 
lovely guided walk/ run around that very beautiful part of the world with a beer stop on a small but stunning 
white-sand beach.  On a sunny day, perfection;  less so with today’s wind and driving rain.  No matter;  two 
brave souls did swim and our very own Ferret was seen doing a ‘Bolt’ in the shallows.

Euro-Hash 2019 Report



The ‘après’ was stunning:  beer, as expected, with three home-made soups and table groaning under the 
weight of the excellent foods and accompanied by the most wonderful live music from five young lads whose 
musical mastery belied their years.

Later we learned that ‘normal’ passengers would not have been allowed ashore – the heavy sea swell was too 
wuff.  That evening the Vikings appeared on board with their music:  another wonderful display.  And let us 
be clear:  Shetland may, due to historical accident, fall within the governmental maw of Scotland but they 
most definitely are not Scottish.

We sailed off into the sunset, some able to enjoy the rocking motion of the ship during the night.

Saturday, 17Aug2019:  an early start.  We docked at Orkney at 0800hrs and runs started immediately, break-
fast or no.  Our lot went to Birsay.  By now the hares had worked out that they needed to combine run and 
walk;  the runners would self-select and the rest would walk.  Again, a lovely trail visiting the north west of 
the island and an area and a route that one would struggle to find as a tourist.  The ‘out’ was initially along the 
beach where we saw a family of seals on the shore just some 20m or so away then inland along dampish paths 
with views of the local community, farms, a flour mill etc.;  the return was via a cliff-top path with the most 
wonderful experience of the rugged shoreline.  

The humour point was three hashers who did a shortcut.  They missed the one access point to the cliff path 
and then had to run field after weary field, about a mile within electrified fences before they could exit inland 
to a road.  This was the ultimate punishment:  missing out on these fabulous cliff and sea views.

Impressions:  friendship, community, beauty, bleakness:  these are remote places with resilient people.

Our own ‘Gates’, Alan Reynolds, was remembered at the closing ceremony:  he was one of five who had 
passed to the Grand Circle above in the period between booking and sailing.
 

Ever onwards and ever backwards:  we returned to Rosyth c.0800hrs on 
Sunday 18th August;  I only wish airports were like this:  literally five 
minutes from the time we stepped onto the gangway down to the dock-
side until I unlocked the car.  Wonderful.  Good, slightly hilly, walk today 
in Falkland, Fife.  Best part of 6m in varied terrain, some soft rain, fair bit 
of sun and feet dry at the end for the first time on this trip, so happiness 
all round.
Saw one of the Martello Towers, not like the ones in the south of Eng-
land, this was slightly defensive, perhaps also for signalling, not clear.  

A curiosity was the ruin we found nearby, perhaps a folly;  the direction 
sign said, ‘Temple of Decision’.  It had been a small but beautifully built 
stone edifice with [collapsed] stone pillars at the front.  What decisions 
and for whom?  Most then went on to the closing ceremony in Galsgow.

And the quiz question?  They are tick removers.  A couple of days after 
the cruise, Blue Sox found a tick embedded in her leg and seemingly im-
mune to attempts to remove it.  The smaller tick-remover was successful-
ly deployed!!  On a serious note, this may well have prevented as a mini-
mum a nasty sore and perhaps blood poisoning, so a really good ‘goody’.

Our thanks, then, to the organisers for a memorable event.
See more at   https://www.flickr.com/photos/131874612@N05/albums 

or link from Past Runs page on  www.wessexh3.co.uk



Mijas H3 30th Anniversary 2019 Report

Bianca and Hilda couldn’t make due to Hilda’s injury/latest trip to hospital  but 15 Wessex Hashers made it to 
Fuengirola along with several R2D2, some Salisbury hashers and about 400 others.
Blow Up Doll, French Mistress (now deserted by Hilda) and  Lonely  stayed at The Hash hotel which was very 
much party central with bars all around.  No sooner have we When we arrive French M goes for walk on her 
own and gets chatted up by a local.

Four Wessex couples hire a beautiful villa in the hills above town….it has a pool as well as a games room with 
pool table, dart board and bar.  The rest of the first arrivals are invited up for the first night in town…..?jeal-
ous, me.   Blow Up astounds FF and Stalker with her somewhat fluky pool skills …. shocked they were.   At 
the end of the evening some of the gents take the hotel hashers to the taxi rank…….  Stalker finds an electric 
sit on toy car by a bin….it works, well sort of and it’s the perfect size for him so he decides that it would be a 
good idea to ride it down the hill….hilarious.  Needs to leave it by a different bin as not quite sure what to do 
with it.

Thursday 
there was a Red Dress Run with coaches departing for the famous pretty white village of Mijas Pueblo for a 
fun run in aid of the local Children’s Cancer Hospital.  Paella stop and then a beer stop at a pool but only al-
lowed to put our feet in it…but it is sooo hot, are they trying to torture us?  Someone starts singing and soon 
there is an almighty singsong among many around the pool “Monday is a wanking day, is everybody happy?” 
Is what they seem to be singing… not at all what we expect to sing at The Wessex.  The coaches take us for 
an Indian Meal and then some daft hashers decide to go late night swimming at the beach opposite.  Stalker 
can’t quite believe his luck when Dirty Squealer suggests that he swaps his dress with a rather attractive young 
hasher.  The men then have their eyes on stalks as she proceeds to remove her dress and try to squeeze into 
Stalkers. 

Friday 
was registration and the largest bag of goodies ever to be given away on a hash including a hash Mug not 
suitable for alcoholic or carbonated drinks ….someone is getting a down down for that for sure.  After our  
drinking vouchers for the bar run low and people start getting hungry a large group of us decide it’s time for 
a meal, we are walking along the sea front towards the restaurants when Ram appears….he has just arrived, 
none of us realised he was coming….. he is making his way to hotel.  After sizing up eateries that could serve 
over a dozen of us Wiggy and ?? chose place that proclaimed to serve Italian food but looked more Indian 



so the wise ones amongst us ordered Indian food.  Then the villa brigade went home early leaving the more 
up for it ones to find Poggs Irish Bar. Beaky , Camelhumper, Ram and  Runaway etc all there and Runaway 
is dancing to the live band.  It’s heaving and someone bumps into Rams drink so we take pity and get him 
another.

Saturday 
There was an amazing choice of 6 runs, hang overs and injuries meant that not one Wessex choose the Ball-
breaker….Ram decided to go to “Tolox” and “Ojen”  the destination for the very oversubscribed Old Farts.  
Extra people and not enough water on the old farts bus as ??taken by earlier buses so hares first decision was 
to go shopping and leave us to find our way…. turns out there was a fountain on route so could have refilled 
there if they’d thought for a moment.

Sunday 
Hare of the Dog Run.  A hot run from starting at the seafront with all our new purple tops and traditional 
hats.  When we arrive at Navigator, who seems to have arrived before everyone else has secured a prime real 
estate table in the shade. Down downs include quiz questions, to which we have to shout out the answers, 
each of which is a hash name of one of those amongst us…….consequently half of us are called up including 
Bianca and Hilda, who aren’t even in the country.    Evening finishes with a Flamenco horse show….interest-
ing and probably not very pc.  The food is very strange cold and tiny meal for the veggies without any chips, 
French M asks for chips and salad with it and then everyone else starts asking as well….causes more chaos.

Monday        
Not sure if this was when villa had strip BBQ.  We had amazing meal out with Ram and French M but the 
street sellers coming up to us every few minutes this time as we were sitting right by the entrance to the gar-
den.

Tuesday 
Stiffanny’s Gibralter Rock Run Ballbreaker is even less popular today.  Lengthy wait for the cable car but it is a 
clear view over to Morocco. So it is worth the wait.  Hear of a monkey stealing a choc bar and see them sitting 
on peoples heads …. all of which is against the rules.   Boy Lost and Mr Beaky  ensure Lonely ends up on the 
ice with the straight arm to drink a beer …. chatting to a Swedish nurse apparently.

Wednesday
 Ram and lots of others are leaving, Blow Up and Lonely  are moving base to Malaga which means French 
Mistress and the villa brigade get some peace for a few days.
On the 10th day we reconvene at the airport for what turns out to be an eventful trip home.  For some rea-
son Lonely is seated in front of BUD with a row to himself, Lonely is rather pleased because of his bad back.  
BUD is next to a lady who is rather fed up as she has been forced to sell her place in the sun by her husband.  
The air hostess brings a passenger that has had some sort of altercation at the front of the plane and places 
him right next to Lonely….end of his peace and end of his space.  Lots of airport security waiting in S’hamp-
ton to sort out altercation ………. lady from the same altercation leans over to get her bag and manages to 
fall onto the baggage carousel, shoes flying and then the carousel stops, takes a while to get it going again 
……. her embarrassed sons watch on, Lonely thinks it’s hilarious.  Carousel then stops again but this time 
Boy Lost gets the blame by the slightly cross lady with walkie talkie…..he protests his innocence of course

On-On to next year.  The Hash Mag is fairly labour intensive but made so much easier when Hashers do 
reports and send pictures, jokes annecdotes and trivia to be included.  This years comic has been cobbled to-
gether and but for the efforts of the few who contributed nearly did not happen.  If you enjoy the comic help 
support it.  This year it will be distributed as a PDF to be sent ot members if you would prefer the printed 
item in future please make your views known to the mismanagement as our reasonable printing cost (virtual-
ly free to the hash) is no longer available and we would need to justify the cost.  




